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Satyaja Infratech carries an ironic legacy for many years and has built customer's trust. The company has
grown exponentially for its commitment to opportunistic investing, high level of services, and offering the
right real estate properties at the factual price. It is a true honor for us to be a part of the real estate industry
and finding the right choice of investment opportunities in residential and commercial properties.
At present, we have the best investment opportunity at Dholera SIR Smart City Project. With the aim of
“Unmatched Investment Opportunities”, we constantly coordinate with clients and keep them aware of the
best investment plans in real price.
Residential Plots in Dholera SIR
Satyaja Infratech represents a dream residential project Bliss Homes at Dholera SIR. Bliss Homes Dholera
has launched for four smart cities connecting with the 1500 km long corridor. Dholera SIR is the best
investment prospect in the future metro city of Gujarat, which offering a chance to build your dream house
within the beauty of nature. Bliss Homes Dholera residential plots are well equipped with all the luxurious
amenities to match your style of living and facilities.

Commercial Plot in Dholera SIR
Satyaja Infratech has proposed commercial plots for investment in Dholera SIR.
Industrial plot in Dholera SIR
Buy industrial land for investment at Dholera SIR. Satyaja Infratech gives fast-track growth opportunities for
industrial businesses.
Check out for more investment opportunities at https://www.satyajainfratech.com/ or call us on +91
9898009493.
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